
Meeting with the mayor of Paderne

   Yesterday in the morning we were got by the mayor of Paderne D. César Longo, who very
nicely answered to all our worries brings over of the possible works that his council can realize
in our village.  

Concretly we speak about two important points:

- Work of the Natural Gas.

- Supposed construction of a filter system in Ponte do Porco.

 Besides these topics, we treat others as an equal importance, in a meeting that lasted more
than one hour and of which we work out very satisfied by his answers and his treatment.

  

 As for the work of Natural Gas he commented to us that it was stopped by Patrimony, and that
they had reached an agreement with Gas Galicia in order that the pipes of the gas werepassing
for the bridge in the same way as the pipes of the electricity have passed.

As for the filter system, we want to say that a news went out in the matter in an important diary
of our Autonomous Community he assured us that in the project a filter system appears in the
Pedrido but none in the river Lambre. Here there will place a station of pumping to pump the
residues of the houses towards the filter system, though they are having problems with Coasts
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since it forces them to separate 20 meters of the river. He thinks that the project will conclude
this year, though he does not know with accuracy when they will begin the works.

Other points that we treat with the mayor were:

    -  Restaruration of the fountain. At present they are cataloguing all the fountains of the town
hall, and when they stop cataloguing them and pass to be a property of the town hall they will
be restored, including ours. 
    -  Mills of Misericordia. They are interested in restoring them and we think that it is possible
to collaborate with them in order that they are restored by its great historical value..
    -  Walk along the river Lambre. There is a project written on the part of Coasts. This walk
goes from the river mouth of the river Lambre up to near Güimil. In its moment the mayor of
Miño asked for support for its accomplishment, and this one answered him that hewas giving
him all hissupport. This point is very interesting and there will be necessary to treat it with the
mayor of Miño in a nearby future.

 If you want to see our dossier of photos you can see this documen .
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